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The magic was once nonetheless thereBut was once the space among them too broad to
bridge finally this time? Alec Neville proposal so, yet Cassie wasn't yes what to feel. the
overpowering mutual actual appeal got here flooding again - as did thoughts of that long,
sizzling summer time ten years before, whilst she'd fallen in love with a wilder, more youthful
Alec.She'd needed to holiday off their relationship, and it had damaged her Summer of the
Storm (Pennington #5) heart. on the grounds that then, she'd fought difficult for her
independence and her luck as against the Summer of the Storm (Pennington #5) law writer.Now
Alec had come back. It was once so tempting to like him back - yet was once she purely
attempting to relive the past, or did they've got a destiny together?
From the back: was once the distance among them too large to bridge finally this time? Summer
of the Storm (Pennington #5) Alec Neville Summer of the Storm (Pennington #5) idea so, yet
Cassie wasn't yes what to feel. the overpowering mutual actual charm got here flooding again
as did thoughts of that long, scorching summer season ten years before, whilst she'd fallen in
love with a wilder, more youthful Alec. She'd needed to holiday off Summer of the Storm
(Pennington #5) their relationship, and it broke her heart; given that then she'd fought
challenging for her independence as against the law writer. Now Alec had come again to shatter
her peace. Did she have the braveness to like him again?4.5 stars for this one -- i presumed it
used to be Summer of the Storm (Pennington #5) a superb story! incredible emotional tension.
In actual existence the hero will be an ass for now not trusting the heroine repeatedly, however
it labored within the story.
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